
IMPORTANT NOTE TO THE 
INSTALLER
The Stainless Steel Albion Aerocyl Plus 
Cylinder is specifically designed to be 
installed in conjunction with a Heat Pump. 

Read these instructions before 
commencing installation. Unvented 
cylinders are a controlled service as 
defined in the latest edition of the building 
regulations and should only be fitted by a 
competent person. 

The relevant regulations are: England and Wales 
– Building Regulation G3, Scotland – Technical 
Standard P3, N Ireland – Building Regulation P5

After installation the Benchmark Log Book 
must be completed and left, with these 
instructions, with the householder for 
future reference.

Albion Aerocyl Plus 
unvented Hot WAter cylinders
instAllAtion And MAintenAnce instructions
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introduction
the Aerocyl Plus unvented cylinder is made from duplex 

stainless steel for excellent corrosion resistance. Aerocyl 

Plus has a strong rust-proofed steel case and is highly 

insulated with environmentally friendly foam.

Aerocyl Plus is supplied complete with all the necessary 

safety and control devices needed to connect to the cold 

water mains. All are pre-adjusted. High quality controls have 

been selected to combine high flow rate performance with 

minimum pressure drop to make Aerocyl Plus perform 

well in all areas, even those with poor water pressure. 

Aerocyl Plus is KiWA approved to show compliance with 

building regulations G3+l.

benchmark places responsibilities on both manufacturers and installers. the 
purpose is to ensure that customers are provided with the correct equipment 
for their needs, that it is installed, commissioned and serviced in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s instructions by competent persons and that it meets 
the requirements of the appropriate building regulations. the benchmark 
checklist can be used to demonstrate compliance with building regulations 
and should be provided to the customer for future reference.  

installers are required to carry out installation, commissioning and servicing 
work in accordance with the benchmark code of Practice which is available 
from the Heating and Hotwater industry council who manage and promote 
the scheme. visit www.centralheating.co.uk  for more information.

iMPortAnt note to  
tHe instAller
read these instructions before commencing installation. 
unvented cylinders are a controlled service as defined in the 
latest edition of the building regulations and should only be 
fitted by a competent person. 

the relevant regulations are: england and Wales – building 
regulation G3, scotland – technical standard P3, n ireland – 
building regulation Part F
After installation the benchmark check list must be 
completed and left, with these instructions, with the 
householder for future reference.
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storAGe Prior to instAllAtion
Aerocyl Plus should be stored in its original packaging in an 
upright position in an area free from excessive damp.regulations 
G3+l.

HAndlinG Product
the Aerocyl Plus should be carried upright where possible. 
Assessements of risks for carrying the cylinder should be 
conducted. use more than 1 person for carrying where 
appropriate. Always follow latest guide lines for lifting techniques, 
to avoid injury and damage to the product.

WAter suPPly

Aerocyl Plus operates at 3 bar (controlled by the inlet control 
set) and is capable of delivering in excess 50 litres per minute. 
the high quality inlet control set has been designed to make the 
most of the flow rates available, however the performance of any 
unvented system is only as good as the mains water supply. the 
maximum possible water demand should be assessed, taking 
into consideration that both hot and cold services are supplied 
simultaneously from the mains.

the water supply should be checked to ensure it can meet these 
requirements. if necessary, consult the local water company 
regarding the likely pressure and flow rate availability.

if measuring the water pressure, note that a high static (no flow) 
mains pressure is no guarantee of good flow availability. in a 
domestic installation 1.5 bar and 25 l/min. should be regarded as 
the minimum. the maximum mains pressure that the inlet control 
set can accept is 12 bar.

consideration should be given to upgrading existing ½” (15mm) 
cold mains pipework to a larger size if the recommended 
minimum pressure/flow rate is not being achieved.

electric suPPly
the Aerocyl Plus requires 240 volt electrical supply for the 
immersion elements. the standard issue incaloy immersion 
heaters are designed for domestic use. the electrical supply to 
each immersion heater must be fused at 13A via a double pole 
isolating switch to bs 3456. the cable must be at least 2.5mm2 
heat resistant (85°c HoFr) sheathed flex complying to bs 
6141:1981 table 8.
*  if the water quality is aggresive or the cylinder is to be used 
on a system where the heat pump struggles to acheive the set 
temperature it is recommended to  exchange the immersion 
element for a titanium element.

High flow rate inlet control set
contsetAlt533

temperature and pressure relief valve
vAlvetP1/2Alt

Acetal tundish 15 x 22 mm
tundPl15Alt

incoloy long life 3 kW immersion heater
iMHtrss - direct  

two port valve
vAlve2PortH

dual thermostat
stAtduAlAlt

High limit thermostat
stAtHiGHAlt

installation &
Maintenance instructions

expansion vessel

• 150 ltr units - 12 ltr vessel EXPVESB12ALT

• 180, 210 & 250 ltr units - 18 ltr vessel 
EXPVESB18ALT

• 300 ltr units - 25 ltr vessel  
EXPVESB24ALT
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unPAcKinG tHe unit
Aerocyl Plus comes complete with the fittings required to 
complete the installation. Please see over for component content 
list.
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sittinG tHe unit
Aerocyl Plus can supply outlets above it or at some distance 
from it. site the unit to minimise “dead leg” distances, especially to 
the point of most frequent use.
outlets above the Aerocyl Plus will reduce the outlet pressure 
available by 0.1 bar for every 1m of height difference. the unit 
should be protected from frost. Particular care is needed if sitting 
in a garage or outbuilding. All exposed pipework should be 
insulated. Aerocyl Plus must be installed verticAlly on a flat 
base capable of supporting the weight of the cylinder when full. 
see technical specification section (page 20) for weights. the 
minimum recommended cupboard size is 650mm square. 

notes: 
the pressure reducing 
valve, non-return valve and 
expansion relief valve are 
combined together in the 
inlet control set. 

on 150 & 180 litre sizes 
there is no dedicated 
secondary return boss and 
the secondary return circuit 
should be tee’d into the cold 
feed pipe just above the 
drain elbow using a swept 
tee.

Access for maintenance of the valves should be considered. 
consideration should be given to position of discharge pipes 
(tundish), drain valves - shall be positioned away from electrical 
components. the pressure in the expansion vessel needs to be 
checked and recharged on an annual basis.
the immersion heaters are 375mm long and care should be taken 
to ensure that they can be withdrawn for servicing if required. 
the discharge pipework from the safety valves should fall 
continuously and terminate safely.
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GenerAl instAllAtion

cold MAins PiPeWorK
run the cold main through the building to the place where the 
Aerocyl Plus is to be installed. take care not to run the cold 
pipe near hot water or heating pipework so that the heat pick-
up is minimized. identify the cold water supply pipe and fit an 
isolating valve (not supplied). 

A 22mm bs1010 stopcock can typically be used but a 22mm 
quarter turn full bore valve would be better as it does not 
restrict the flow as much. do not use “screwdriver slot” or similar 
valves. Make the connection to the cold feed of the cylinder 
and incorporate a drain valve. Position the drain valve no higher 
than the cold inlet to ensure sufficient draining of cylinder when 
required. Position the inlet control just Above the temperature & 
Pressure relief valve (tPrv) mounted on the side of the cylinder. 
this ensures that the cylinder does not have to be drained 
down in order to service the inlet control set. ensure that the 
arrow points in the direction of the water flow. select a suitable 
position for the expansion vessel. Mount it to the wall using the 
bracket attached to the vessel. use suitable fittings capable of 
supporting full vessel weight (and with appropriate consideration 
to wall material).  connect the expansion vessel to the cold feed 
pipework between the inlet control set and the cold inlet on 
the cylinder. ensure that the top of the vessel is accessible for 
servicing.

connectinG to tHe cylinder
All of the pipework connections on the cylinder are 22mm 
compression and supplied complete with gland nuts and olives, in 
the Accessory Kit box. Only connect 22mm Table X copper tube to 
these connections.

cut the tube with a pipe cutter and ensure no sharp edges or 
burrs protrude. slide both gland nut and olive onto the tube and 
push tube fully home into the connection, ensuring the tube 
end fully bottoms on the connection recess. smear the outer 
wall of the olive with plumbing paste and tighten gland nut 
to form a water tight seal. upon filling/commissioning, ensure 
all connections are completely watertight. note: no control or 
isolation valve should be fitted between the expansion relief valve 
and the storage cylinder. the relief valve connections should not 
be used for any other purpose.

(expansion vessel not to scale)

turn to 
test

cold 
Mains in

balanced cold 
connection

outlet to cylinder

expansion
relief to
tundish

  expansion
  vessel
  connection     



bAlAnced cold connection
if there are to be showers, bidets or monobloc taps in the 
installation then a balanced cold supply is necessary. there is a 
22mm balanced connection on the inlet set. this connection must 
be capped off if not used.

Hot WAter PiPeWorK
run the first part of the hot water distribution pipework in 22mm. 
this can be reduced to 15mm and 10mm as appropriate for the 
type of tap etc. your aim should be to reduce the volume of the 
hot draw-off pipework to a practical minimum so that the time 
taken for the hot water is as quick as possible. Where monobloc 
mixing taps and showers are used, these should be installed to 
comply with the Water supply (Water Fittings) regulations 1999. 
if these devices are supplied with un-balanced supplies there 
should be single check valves installed at both inlets, to stop over 
pressurising of either supply. 

PriMAry coil connections For indirect units

For solar input models refer to pages 10 before making any 

connections.
connect the primary connections (indirect only) using the 
compression connections provided. the primary circuit must be 
positively pumped. Gravity circulation is not suitable. use the 
top primary connection as the primary flow, reheat times will 
be effected if connecting the flow to the opposite end of the 
coil. the primary circuit can be open vented or sealed, with up 
to a maximum pressure of 3.5 bar. if you seal the primary circuit 
an additional expansion vessel and safety valve is required. 
uncontrolled heat sources such as some AGA’s, back boilers, solid 
fuel stoves, etc. are not suitAble. Please contact our technical 
department for guidance. connect the two port zone valve into 
the primary flow pipework. the direction of flow arrow should be 
towards the primary flow connection. 

secondAry circulAtion
Aerocyl Plus can be used with secondary circulation. An 
appropriate WrAs approved bronze or stainless steel circulator 
should be used in conjunction with a non-return valve to prevent 
backflow. on large secondary circulation systems it may be 
necessary to incorporate an extra expansion vessel into the circuit 
to accommodate the increased system water volume. 
A secondary return boss is fitted as standard on 210, 250 & 300 ltr 
units. on smaller sizes, tee into the cold feed pipe above the drain 
using swept tee.

iMMersion HeAters
only immersion heaters with a thermal cut-out may be used. to 
help ensure this, the immersion heaters have a special 1¾” thread. 
they are rated at 3kW at 240v and are of a low noise incoloy 
construction. 
they have both a thermostat and a high limit cutout. Please order 
the correct replacement via ourselves; fitting non-approved 
immersions may affect your guarantee. When fitting, ensure the 
‘o’ ring is positioned correctly on the head of the immersion 
heater and lubricate before fitting. Fit it by hand until almost 
home then tighten gently as the ‘o’ rings will seal easily. the 
electrical supply to each immersion heater must be fused at 13A 
via a double pole isolating switch to bs 3456. the cable must be 
2.5mm2 heat resistant (85°c HoFr) sheathed flex complying to bs 
6141:1981 table 8. do not operate the immersion heater/s until the 
unit is full of water. do not operate the immersion heater/s if any 
sterilisation liquid is in the cylinder as this will cause premature 
failure. 

electricAl connections
complete the wiring – use the appropriate wiring diagrams on 
page 11- 13.
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discHArGe ArrAnGeMent

diagram of a typical discharge pipe arrangement (extract from 
building regulation G3)

note: the discharge may consist 
of scalding water and steam. 
Asphalt, roofing felt and non-
metallic rainwater goods may be 
damaged by such discharges.

note: d2 pipe from tundish is 
now allowed to be installed in 
soil stacks within premises. this 
activity is not recommended by 
Kingspan as discharge from t&P 
may continue for long periods 
of time. it is the installer’s 
responsibility to ensure the 
discharge pipework can support 
the discharge for prolonged 
periods. 
if used follow guidance on 
mechanical seal without water 
trap given in G3 building 
regulations.
As discharge can be in excess 
of 90oc discharge into 
plastic pipework is also not 
recommended.

Position the inlet control group so that the discharge from 
both safety valves can be joined together via a 15mm tee (see 
diagram above). connect the tundish and route the discharge 
pipe. the discharge pipework must be routed in accordance 
with Part G3 of schedule 1 of the building regulations. the 
information that follows is not exhaustive and if you are in doubt 
you should seek advice. the two safety valves will only discharge 
water under fault conditions. When operating normally water 
will not be discharged. the tundish should be vertical, located 
in the same space as the unvented hot water storage system 
and be fitted as close as possible to, and lower than, the safety 
device, with no more than 600mm of pipe between the valve 

outlet and the tundish. the tundish should be positioned away 
from electrical devices.
Any discharge should be visible at the tundish. the tundish 
should be located such that any discharge is visible. in addition, 
where discharges from safety devices may not be apparent, e.g. 
people with impaired vision or mobility, consideration should be 
given to the installation of a suitable safety device to warn when 
discharge takes place, e.g. electronically operated.
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the discharge pipe (d2) from the tundish should:

A) Have a vertical section of pipe at least 300mm long, below 
the tundish before any elbows or bends in the pipework.

b) be installed with a continuous fall of at least 1 in 200 
thereafter.

the discharge pipe (d2) from the tundish should be of metal or 
other materials that have been demonstrated to be capable of 
withstanding temperatures of the water discharged.

the discharge pipe (d2) should be at least one pipe size larger 
than the nominal outlet size of the safety device unless its total 
equivalent hydraulic resistance exceeds that of a straight pipe 
9m long i.e. discharge pipes between 9m and 18m equivalent 
resistance length should be at least two sizes larger than the 
nominal outlet size of the safety device, between 18 and 27m 
at least 3 sizes larger, and so on. bends must be taken into 
account in calculating the flow resistance. refer to diagram 1, 
table 1 and the worked example. An alternative approach for 
sizing discharge pipes would be to follow bs6700 specification 
for design installation, testing and maintenance of services 
supplying water for domestic use within buildings and their 
curtilages.

the discharge pipe (d2) should terminate in a safe place where 
there is no risk to persons in the vicinity of the discharge. 
examples of acceptable discharge arrangements are:

a. to a trapped gully with the end of the pipe below the fixed 
grating and above the water seal.

b. downward discharges at a low level; i.e. up to 100mm above 
external surfaces such as car parks, hard standings, grassed 
areas etc. are acceptable providing that where children 
play or otherwise come into contact with discharges, a wire 
cage or similar guard is positioned to prevent contact whilst 
maintaining visibility.
c. discharges at a high level; e.g. in to metal hopper and metal 
down pipe with the end of the discharge pipe clearly visible 
or onto a roof capable of withstanding high temperature 
discharges of water and 3m from any plastic guttering systems 
that would collect such discharges.
d. device to warn when discharge takes place.

WORKED EXAMPLE
the example below is for G1/2 temperature relief valve with a 
discharge pipe (d2) having 4 no. elbows and length of 7m from 
the tundish to the point of discharge.
From table 1:
Maximum resistance allowed for a straight length of 22mm 
copper discharge pipe (d2) from a G1/2 temperature relief valve is: 
9.0m. subtract the resistance for 4 no. 22mm elbows at 0.8m each 
= 3.2m. therefore the maximum permitted length equates to: 
5.8m. 5.8m is less than the actual length of 7m therefore calculate 
the next largest size. Maximum resistance allowed for a straight 
length of 28mm pipe (d2) from a G1/2 temperature relief valve 
equates to: 14m. As the actual length is 7m, a 28mm (d2) copper 
pipe will be satisfactory.

tAble 1
sizing of copper discharge pipe ‘d2’ for a temperature
relief valve with a G1/2 outlet size (as supplied).

size of
discharge
pipework

Maximum length of 
straight pipe
(no bends or elbows)

deduct the figure below
from the maximum length 
for each bend or elbow in the 
discharge pipe

22mm up to 9m 0.8m

28mm up to 18m 1m

35mm up to 27m 1.4m
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indirect HeAt PuMP cylinder

solAr indirect HeAt PuMP cylinder

All dimensions are in mm and 
are of the cased unit.
n/F = not fitted.

tecHnicAl sPeciFicAtions

A b c d e F G
HP150 175 502 650 681 n/F 892 1102
HP180 175 502 650 681 n/F 1080 1292
HP210 175 502 650 681 1150 1268 1480
HP250 175 502 650 681 1400 1518 1730
HP300 175 502 650 681 1600 1831 2043
case diameter 550mm on all models

A b c d e F G H J
HPs180 300 355 481 808 n/F 1080 1292 390 868
HPs210 365 420 583 910 1150 1268 1480 465 1008
HPs250 365 420 675 1002 1400 1518 1730 465 1100
HPs300 365 420 748 1075 1600 1831 2043 465 1173
case diameter 550mm on all models
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Aerocyl Plus solAr  
instAllAtion

indirect tWin coil cylinder 
These models are specifically designed to be installed with input from solar panels and the  
Heat Pump:

uPPer coil
the upper coil is connected to the Heat Pump as per the instructions for the Aerocyl Plus unvented indirect single coil model with the 
dual stat control and high limit thermostat inserted into pocket J (lower diagram page 9). the wiring requirements are as depicted on 
page 13.

loWer coil: solAr instAllAtion
the flow and return from the solar heat source are to be connected to the lower coil.  either primary coil connection may be utilised as 
the flow or return. the solar primary circuit must have its own dedicated circulating pump, thermal and safety controls which must be 
installed as per the solar manufacturers instructions. the solar control system used must be of the solar differential control type and 
should be connected to the solar sensor. 
the solar sensor, supplied as part of the solar controls should be inserts into Pocket b and is held in-situ with the black sensor pocket 
retaining bung provided.  
it is necessary to connect the solar pump via the over-temperature high limit cut-out (provided) to ensure the heat input to the solar coil 
is interrupted if the cylinder overheats. some method to prevent thermosyphoning must also be employed. non-return check valves in 
the primary flow and return pipework would be acceptable. if solar controls do not offer appropriate isolation a 2 port zone valve (not 
supplied) can be used with the pump and high limit stat fitted in the dry stat pocket position level with the temperature and pressure 
relief valve as described on page 13.

note: if it is intended to fit a cylinder with a solar coil to be used at a later date, the 2 coils should be connected in series to make use of 
the solar coil, using the dual stat in Pocket b detailed in the lower drawing on Page 9.
the domestic Heating compliance Guide document l1A and l1b provides excellent advice in sizing both cylinder designated solar areas 
and heat exchangers to the surface area of the solar collectors. using this guide range are able to offer sizing advice for specification.

nb: the total detail of compliance guide document should be consulted  prior to specifying product or commencing design.



tyPicAl scHeMAtic WirinG diAGrAMs
the diagrams shown relate to the components listed. other 
components and other manufacturers’ components may 
vary in their wiring requirements, particularly thermostats. 
Always refer to manufacturers’ instructions which may 
override the detail in order to function correctly.

vAriAnt duAl tHerMostAt WirinG
WIRING DIAGRAM 2 x TWO PORT ZONE VALVES (S-PLAN)
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WHERE THE PROGRAMMER IS IN-BUILT TO THE HEAT PUMP REFER TO MANUFACTURERS WIRING DETAILS



WirinG diAGrAM tHree Port Mid Position vAlve 
(y-PlAn) + tWo Port vAlve

vAriAnt duAl tHerMostAt WirinG
WIRING DIAGRAM 3 PORT MID POSITION (Y-PLAN) +2 PORT VALVE

tyPicAl scHeMAtic WirinG diAGrAMs
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WHERE THE PROGRAMMER IS IN-BUILT TO THE HEAT PUMP REFER TO MANUFACTURERS WIRING DETAILS



solAr HiGH liMit control

these schematic wiring 
diagrams depict an iMit high 
limit control stat and the 
connections are numbered 
accordingly. Where an 
alternative is supplied , such as 
a solar differential controller, 
with high temp safety cut out 
connect as per manufacturer’s 
instructions.

tyPicAl scHeMAtic WirinG diAGrAMs
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coMMissioninG

servicinG

FlusHinG & FillinG
check that the pressure in the expansion vessel is 3 bar (45Psi), 
i.e. the same as the setting of the pressure reducing valve. the 
valve is of the car tyre (schrader) type. check all the connections 
for tightness including any factory made connections such as the 
immersion heater and the temperature and pressure relief valve. 
before filling, open the hot tap furthest away from the Aerocyl 
Plus to let air out. open the cold main isolation valve and allow 
the unit to fill. When water flows from the tap allow it to run 
for a short while to flush through any dirt, swarf or flux residue. 
close the tap and open every other hot tap in turn to purge all 
remaining air.

indirect units
consult the heat pump manufacturer’s commissioning 
instructions and fill the primary circuit. ensure the lever on the 
two port valve is set to the filling position. When full, move the 
lever back. switch the programmer to domestic Hot Water (dHW) 
and allow the unit to start to heat. Adjust the dial of the dual 
thermostat to between 55°c and 65°c as required. Allow unit to 
heat up, adjust the thermostat so that the heater switches off at 
60°c. record information on commissioning check list (Page 22).

storAGe teMPerAture
the recommended storage temperature for both cylinders 
is 55-60c. in hard water areas consideration should be given 
to reducing this to 50-55°c. in many healthcare applications 

the guidance on legionella control and safe water delivery 
temperatures will require storing the water at 60-65°c, 
distributing at 50- 55°c and using thermostatic mixing valves to 
control the final temperature. For details consult the nHs estates 
Guidance on safe hot water temperatures.

sAFety vAlve cHecKs
during heat-up there should have been no sign of water coming 
from either the expansion relief valve or the temperature/pressure 
relief valve. now hold both of these safety valves fully open in 
turn, allowing as much water as possible to flow through the 
tundish. check that your discharge pipework is free from debris 
and is carrying the water away to waste efficiently. (it is normal 
that some water will splash out of the tundish. this should be 
minimised by ensuring the tundish, d1 and d2 pipes are vertical 
to allow clean flow). release the valves and check that they reseat 
properly. on completion of commissioning, fill in the benchmark 
check list and leave with the house owner.

bencHMArK scHeMe
the installer must follow the benchmark code of practice for 
the benchmark certification to be valid. the benchmark code of 
practice can be found on the internet using the following internet 
site www.centralheating.co.uk and follow links.

GenerAl
servicing should only be carried out by competent installers and 
any spare parts used can be purchased from Albion cylinders or 
merchants. never bypass any safety devices or operate the unit 
without them being fully operational.

drAininG
isolate from the electrical supply to prevent the immersion heaters 
burning out. turn off the boiler. isolate the unit from the cold mains. 
Attach a hose to the draining tap ensuring that it reaches to a level 
below the unit (this will ensure an efficient syphon is set up and the 
maximum amount of water is drained from the unit). First open the 
hot tap closest to the unit and then open the draining tap. 

WArninG: WAter drAined oFF MAy be very Hot!
iMPortAnt: After draining the cylinder do not close the hot tap 
until the cylinder has fully cooled, failure to follow this instruction 
may result in damage to the cylinder and will invalidate the 
guarantee.

AnnuAl MAintenAnce
Aerocyl Plus requires an annual service in order to ensure safe 
working and optimum performance and maintain the guarantee. it 
is essential that the following checks are performed by a competent 
installer 

 
on an annual basis. commonly this is done at the same time as the 
annual boiler service.
1) twist the cap of the expansion relief valve on the inlet control 
set and allow water to flow for 5 seconds. release and make sure it 
resets correctly. repeat with the pressure / temperature relief valve. 
in both cases check that the discharge pipework is carrying the 
water away adequately. if not, check for blockages etc. and clear. 
WArninG: tHe WAter discHArGed MAy be very Hot!
2) check that any immersion heaters fitted are working correctly 
and that they are controlling the water at a temperature between 
55°c and 65°c.
3) check the pressure in the expansion vessel is charged to 3 bar. 
turn off the water supply to the unit and open a hot tap first. the air 
valve on expansion vessel is a schrader (car tyre ) type. Air, nitrogen 
or co

2 may be used to charge the expansion vessel.
4) unscrew the head on the inlet control set and clean the mesh 
filter within. (some water may escape)
5) the benchmark service record supplied (page 23) with this unit 
should be updated at each service.
your GuArAntee MAy be void WitHout ProoF oF AnnuAl 
servicinG.
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FAult FindinG

sPAre PArts
A full range of spare parts is available from Kingspan spare Parts 
Website    www.kepartshopsales@kingspan.com
user instructions
your stainless system is automatic in normal use and requires 
only annual servicing. you should employ a competent installer 
to perform the annual servicing. normally this is timed to 
coincide with the annual heat pump service.
iF WAter is FloWinG FroM tHe sAFety vAlves tHrouGH tHe 
tundisH tHis indicAtes A FAult condition And Action is 
needed.
if this water is hot, turn the heat pump and / or the immersion 
heater off. do not turn off the water until the discharge runs 
cool. the discharge may also stop.
cAll out A coMPetent PluMber to service tHe unit or 
Kingspan service on 0844 8460500
tell them you have a fault on an unvented cylinder. We stock all 
the spare parts they may need (see page 2).

drAininG
iMPortAnt: After draining the cylinder do not close the hot 
tap until the cylinder has fully cooled, failure to follow this 
instruction may result in damage to the cylinder and will 
invalidate the guarantee.

the installer must follow the benchmark code of practice for 
the benchmark certification to be valid. Please see page 21 for 
further details.

FAult Possible cAuse solution

Water escaping from the case compression fitting on hot - draw off not sealing check/remake joint with sealing paste

leaking cylinder isolate supply and contact Kingspan

cold water at hot taps indirect - heat pump not working check heat source - consult heat pump manufacturers' instructions

indirect - motorised valve fault check plumbing / wiring to motorised valve

indirect - cutout in dual stat has operated reset and investigate cause

Water discharges from expansion 
relief valve

if continual - pressure reducing valve ( part of inlet control set) 
may not be operating correctly

check outlet pressure from inlet control set is 3 bar.

if continual - expansion relief valve seat may be damaged remove cartridge - check seat and renew if necessary

if intermittent - expansion vessel charge may have reduced / 
bladder perished

check pressure in expansion vessel. recharge to 3 bar if necessary. 
if bladder perished replace vessel.

unit it being back pressurised With cylinder cold check pressure in cylinder. if this is the same as 
the incoming mains pressure then you are getting backfeed. install 
a balanced cold supply (see page 6)

Water discharges from temperature 
&. pressure relief valve

unit has overheated - thermal controls have failed "switch off power to boiler and immersion heaters. 
leave water supply on. Wait until discharge stops. 
isolate water supply and replace if faulty"

Milky / cloudy water oxygenated water Water from any pressurised system will release oxygen bubbles 
when flowing. the bubbles will settle out.

no hot water flow cold main off check and open stopcock

strainer blocked in pressure reducing valve isolate water supply and clean

inlet control set may be fitted incorrectly check and refit as required

noise during hot water draw-off 
-typically worse in the morning.

loose airing cupboard pipework install extra clips

Hot or warm water from cold tap if tap runs cold after a minute or so the pipe is picking up heat 
from heating pipework.

insulate / re-route
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GuArAntee terMs And conditions

this guarantee applies only to products manufactured by 
Kingspan environmental and its associated brands (hereafter the 
term ‘product’ refers to Albion Aerocyl Plus).

Kingspan  environmental guarantees to the homeowner that 
for a period of 2 years from the date of commissioning or legal 
completion if new build, that the products and associated 
components installed will - conform to Kingspan environmental 
specification; and be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship, subject to the conditions set out below.

Please note: this guarantee excludes all pipework and 
connections and excludes any ancillary equipment as may be 
connected to the product. (ex: descaling equipment, water 
softeners)

the guarantee is extended to a total of 10 years for the stainless 
steel inner vessel in domestic properties.

this guarantee means that Kingspan  environmental will take 
responsibility for the cost of guarantee repair of a product by an 
approved Kingspan  environmental service engineer, so that the 
product shall conform to Kingspan  environmental specification. 

Kingspan  environmental reserves the right, at it’s discretion to 
replace a product or major component where it considers it to 
be beyond economical repair.

in the event of a breakdown during the guarantee period please 
call our customer service department on: 

0345 260 7260 - uK

Guarantee repair is free of charge to you for any parts and 
labour, providing all the guarantee conditions have been met.

GuArAntee terMs & conditions
Please read the following conditions before registering your 
product and before seeking any guarantee service support
iMPortAnt:  Kingspan  environmental guarantee is subject to 
the home owner registering with the Kingspan  environmental 
customer service department within 30 days of commissioning 
/ occupation if new build to confirm: 
• Product Make / Model
• Details installation (can be found in Benchmark Log Book left 
by installer)
Please complete the registration card provided and return to:
customer service department, Kingspan  environmental, 
tadman street, Wakefield, WF1 5Qu, uK
or register the product on-line at 
www.kingspanhws.com/warranty.
if you do not register the Product then Kingspan  environmental 
Guarantee is limited to twelve months from the date of 
commissioning.
the product must be serviced by a competent person* within 
12 months after commissioning, and thereafter at 12 monthly 
intervals. Kingspan environmental reserves the right to seek 

evidence of this maintenance to our reasonable satisfaction 
before approving any guarantee servicing / repairs. this may 
include evidence of completed benchmarktM service record 
and service agreement / invoice.
Annual services are available from the customer service/ 
technical support team.
*A competent person is a business that has been adjudged by 
an accredited body**  to be sufficiently competent to self-certify 
that its work complies with document (G) Part 3 of the building 
regulations of england and Wales
*May include sei registered installers and/or FAs trained 
plumbers who have completed the renewables technology  
module
** An example of which is bPec
Any exchanged component will become the legal property of 
Kingspan  environmental.
this guarantee is valid provided that:
• The product has been installed by a competent installer and as 
per the instructions contained in the installation manual and all 
relevant codes of Practice and regulations in force at the time of 
installation.
• Any disinfection has been carried out in accordance with BS 
6700.
• The product  has not been modified in any way.
• The system is fed from domestic mains water supply 
complience with water regulations 2000
• The product has only been used for the storage of wholesome 
water (max. 250mg/l chloride – for hard water areas, Kingspan 
suggest the use of an electrolytic scale reducer)
• Any 3rd party labour charges associated with replacing the unit 
or any of its components have been authorised in advance by 
the customer service/ technical support team.
• It has only been used for the storage of potable water.
• The product  has not been subjected to frost, nor has it been 
tampered with or been subjected to misuse or neglect.
• No factory fitted parts have been removed for unauthorised 
repair or replacement.
• The BenchmarkTM Commissioning Checklist and Service 
record included with this product installation Manual have been  
completed.
• Regular maintenance has been carried out by a competent 
person in accordance with the requirements set out in the  
 maintenance section of the installation manual. 
• The owner or installer has registered the product on-line at 
www.kingspanhws.com/warranty within 30 days of  purchase. 
Failure to do so may result in a reduced warranty period.
• Evidence of purchase and date of supply must be submitted 
upon making a claim.
• Any replacement parts used should be authorised Kingspan  
environmental spare parts. 
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GuArAntee terMs And conditions

•If a defect arises and a valid claim is received within the 
Warranty Period, at its option and to the extent permitted by law 
Kingspan  environmental shall either 
(1) repair the defect at no charge, using new or refurbished 
replacement parts  or 
(2) exchange the product with a product that is new or which has 
been manufactured using new or serviceable used parts or 
(3) refund the purchase price or a reasonable proportion of the 
purchase price.
Kingspan environmental reserves the right to inspect the 
product at your home before proceeding with any guarantee 
repair or replacement.
Any valid guarantee claim or guarantee service does not extend 
the original guarantee period. 
the guarantee only applies to the property at which the product 
was originally installed and applied only to properties in the 
united Kingdom & ireland. the guarantee is fully transferable 
from a change of legal ownership of the property.
EXCLuSIONS – the guarantee does not cover:
Kingspan environmental will not be liable for any fault or costs 
arising from incorrect installation, incorrect application, lack of 
regular maintenance or neglect, accidental damage, malicious 
damage, misuse, any alteration, tampering or repair carried by a 
non competent person. 
• The product if the factory fitted temperature and pressure relief 
valve has been tampered with or removed. 
• Neither the Distributor nor Manufacturer shall be responsible 
for any consequential damage howsoever caused.
• The effects of scale build up or the effects of corrosion.
• Any consequential losses caused by the 
failure or malfunction of the product.                                                                                                                                         
• Faults and any associated costs arising from lack of power or 
water.                                               

• Failure incurred by water contamination, air pollution and 
natural disasters.
• This guarantee is not valid for installations outside the united 
Kingdom.
• Any consequential loss, loss of profits, revenues or receipts 
howsoever arising from any non-conformity or defect affecting 
the product or from any delay in repair or replacement of the 
product.
• Any loss or damage caused by delay in conduct of services or 
supply of  parts required to rectify the non-conformity or defect. 
(provided Kingspan  environmental will use all reasonable efforts 
to ensure services are performed on a timely basis).
• For repair or replacement of any Product consumables or 
decorative finishes, such as filters and casings.
this guarantee does not affect any legal rights you may have as 
a consumer under applicable national legislation governing your 
purchase of this product
Kingspan  environmental shall make final determination as to the 
validity of any guarantee claim, and shall be entitled to charge 
you all reasonable costs incurred in investigating the claim 
where there is no fault found, or the guarantee claim is rejected 
in accordance with these conditions. 

customer service department
Kingspan environmental
tadman street
WAKeField
WF1 5Qu
u.K

 



Home owner name  

Home Address

Post code

Make of product Model/size

serial number

installers contact details  (can be found in benchmark log book)

date of installation  can be found in benchmark log book)

signature of homeowner date

or signature of developer  (if new build) date 

 

to be completed by the home owner. Please use this card to 
register within 30 days of commissioning / occupation if new build 
to benefit from the Kingspan  environmental 2 year guarantee.

by completing this form, you consent to Kingspan environmental 
holding and using those details for all purposes directly related to 
the administration and conduct of guarantee services. Apart from 
the necessary usage, your personal data will not be disclosed to 
third parties by Kingspan  environmental.

GuArAntee reGistrAtion cArd
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Pressure sPeciFicAtions
Maximum inlet Water Pressure 12 bar
operating Pressure 3.0 bar
expansion valve opening Pressure 6.0 bar
expanssion vessel charge Pressure 3.0bar
Maximum operating Pressure 7.0 bar
opening Pressure of t & P valve 7.0 bar
opening temperature of t & P valve 90oc
Maximum Pressure on Primary circuit (Heat pump & solar coil) 3.5 bar

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

iMMersion eleMent sPeciFicAtions
element rating 3kW 240 v
thread type 1 3/4” bsP
Fuse requirement 13A via double Pole switch
control thermostat for element 45-65 deg
High limit thermostat for element 85 deg

cylinder detAils & PerForMAnce  sPeciFicAtion
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HP150 45 195 150 ltr 23.9 3.0m2 10 ---- ---- ---- 1.23
HP180 50 230 180 ltr 26.0 3.0m2 10 ---- ---- ---- 1.32
HP210 54 264 210 ltr 25.4 3.0m2 10 ---- ---- ---- 1.58
HP250 59 309 250 ltr 25.0 3.0m2 10 ---- ---- ---- 1.84
HP300 68 368 300 ltr 24.2 3.0m2 10 ---- ---- ---- 2.10

HPs180 58 238 180 ltr 26.8 3.0m2 10 0.67 3.69 17.6 1.32
HPs210 59 269 210 ltr 26.4 3.0m2 10 0.86 4.83 21.5 1.58
HPs250 65 120 250 ltr 25.7 3.0m2 10 0.86 4.83 21.1 1.84
HPs300 77 133 300 ltr 27.5 3.0m2 10 0.86 4.83 22.3 2.10
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bencHMArK scHeMe

the installer must follow the benchmark code of practice for the benchmark certification to be 

valid. the benchmark code of practice can be found on the internet using the following internet 

site www.centralheating.co.uk and follow links. 

Kingspan is a licensed member of the benchmark scheme which aims to improve the standards 

of installation and commissioning of domestic heating and hot water systems in the uK and to 

encourage regular servicing to optimise safety, efficiency and performance.

benchmark is managed and promoted by the Heating and Hotwater industry council. For more 

information visit www.centralheating.co.uk

Please ensure that the installer has fully completed the benchmark checklist on the inside back 

pages of the installation instructions supplied with the product and that you have signed it to say 

that you have received a full and clear explanation of its operation. 

the installer is legally required to complete a commissioning checklist as a means of complying 

with the appropriate building regulations (england and Wales).

All installations must be notified to local Area building control either directly or through a 

competent Persons scheme. A building regulations compliance certificate will then be issued to 

the customer who should, on receipt, write the notification number on the benchmark checklist. 

this product should be serviced regularly to optimise its safety, efficiency and performance. the 

service engineer should complete the relevant service record on the benchmark checklist after 

each service. the benchmark checklist will be required in the event of any warranty. 
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MAteriAls
inner shell - duplex stainless steel
coil - 22mm diameter stainless steel
bosses - stainless steel
every Aerocyl Plus cylinder is water tested to a pressure of 15 
bar.

insulAtion
Polyurethane foam, nominal thickness 50mm. 
the foam is cFc-Free and HcFc-Free.
the foam has an ozone depletion Potential of Zero and a 
Global Warming Potential of 3.1

cAseWorK
corrosion proofed steels throughout
durable, stove enamelled, gloss white paint finish

Anode
none fitted/none required
EXPANSION VESSEL
12 litre size with 150 litre models
18 litre size with 180, 210 and 250 litre models
25 litre size with 300 litre models

control settinGs
Pressure reducing valve - 3 bar
expansion relief valve - 6 bar
Pressure and temperature relief valve - 7 bar/90°c
High limit thermostat in dual thermostat - 85°c
High limit thermostat in immersion Heater - 85°c

iMMersion HeAter
1¾” bsP Parallel threaded Head
long life incoloy sheathed low noise element 14” long
long life incoloy sheathed thermostat Pocket 11” long
brazed construction
combined thermostat and safety cutout
element rating 3kW at 240v A/c

APProvAls

ce compliant and fitted with a beAb Approved immersion Heater 

sPeciFicAtion suMMAry

Albion cylinders, part of Kingspan environmental , is a major manufacturer of domestic 

Hot Water storage systems in the uK and offers the trade products backed by the service 

and technical development skills that only a company of its size can. 

All sites are licensed to british standards Quality Assurance bs en iso 9001 : 2008 and 

Kingspan environmentalis a bsi registered firm. this means that all manufacturing plants 

are monitored by an independent inspectorate and the quality systems employed by 

Albion cylinders meet the stringent requirements set down. 

specifiers, users and stockists can depend on range for consistent quality and supply. 

Albion continues to develop energy saving and innovative hot water products for 

domestic and commercial applications. 

Kingspan environmental have a policy of continuous product development and may introduce product modifications from time to time.
As a consequence details given in this brochure are subject to alteration without notice. e&oe.

benchmark places responsibilities on both manufacturers and installers. the 

purpose is to ensure that customers are provided with the correct equipment for 

their needs, that it is installed, commissioned and serviced in accordance with 

the manufacturer’s instructions by competent persons and that it meets the 

requirements of the appropriate building regulations. the benchmark checklist 

can be used to demonstrate compliance with building regulations and should be 

provided to the customer for future reference.  

installers are required to carry out installation, commissioning and servicing work in 

accordance with the benchmark code of Practice which is available from the Heating 

and Hotwater industry council who manage and promote the scheme. visit www.

centralheating.co.uk  for more information.

sPeciFicAtion
suMMAry
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Kingspan environmental
tadman street, Wakefield 
WF1 5Qu 
tel: 0345 260 0258
Fax: 0345 260 0259

Aftersales:  
0345 260 7260  
technical support
0345 812 0007

customer Fax line:  
0345 260 7261

  
www.kingspanenviro.com

Kingspan environmental ltd. registered office: tadman street, Wakefield  WF1 5Qu registered in northern ireland


